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Contract templates

Questions to consider

Templates are at the core of any contracting process. Prior to
implementing a CLM solution, many organizations are managing
agreements in a tedious, manual, copy and paste manner. This process
is not only time consuming but can also lead to potential risk as
agreements may be drafted and sent without approval. Identifying
which agreements could be automated through a document generation
process via one of the first steps of a contract management process.

Which agreements would you like to start
automating within the system?

Action item

Who manages the CRM within the organization
and should they be involved in the discussion?

How many versions? Are they final
and legal approved?
What components of the template would you
like merged in from Salesforce? What clauses/
options do you want to include (if any) as
selections by end users?

Review your templates and highlight/comment the fields, paragraphs,
and sections that are typically filled in or modified as part of your
contract preparation process.
Determine if that data can come from:
1

A CRM system like Salesforce.com

2 Free form user input
3 Term from a clause library
4 Consider the business rules that may apply.
For example, term X is only inserted if the
end user selects this option as needed
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Workflow

Questions to consider

Workflows help streamline processes that today may be confusing,
informal and/or inconsistent. This disjointed process sets the organization
up for potential risk as certain terms and conditions that should require
approval may be lost in an email chain or overlooked. By automating these
desired workflows within a CLM system, agreements are passed along
the proper route automatically, allowing for productivity gains for end
users and peace of mind for the organization.

What does the current approval process look like?
For which documents, clauses, terms, etc. would
you like to set approvals?
Should the approvers be involved in any
implementation discussions or demonstrations?
How should approvers be notified? What should
that notification include?
What are some SLAs (if any) that you would like to
see put in place to support this approval workflow
(length of time to approve/edit, etc)?

Action item
Workflow process for each contract type and determine which
functional areas from within your organization need to review (e.g., legal,
finance, sales, professional services, operations, etc.) and in what order
their approval should take place to ensure you have the most efficient
and repeatable process.
Review the sample questions listed below and utilize them as a guide to
help with this exercise. A sample workflow diagram is displayed to help
chart out the desired outcome.
1/ What contract/agreement is tied to this workflow?
2/ What should the workflow process be named?
3/ What are the different processes/stages that the contract moves
through from start to end? Example below:
Sales Generated Agreement
Legal Review
External Review
Out for Signature
Sales Review
Complete
4/ What happens at the end of the process?

Sales
Generated
Agreement

External
Review

Legal
Approval

Sales Sends
for Signature
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Redlining and signature process

Questions to consider

At the core of the redlining process is the clause library which houses all
the terms that are traditionally negotiated. Within these clauses, some
may be opened up to end users at the document generation stage; some
may require internal approval before sending to a client; and others may
only be available for legal and contract team members to access during
negotiation. Identifying clauses and mapping out the library structure will
help organize these terms and categorize them appropriately.

What does the clause library structure need
to look like? How many terms for each type of
agreement?

The signatures process is another key consideration as eSignature tools
can help automate and speed up this final step of negotiation.

Within the clause library, are there pre-approved
clauses or agreements that can go straight to a
customer for redlining without internal approval?
Straight to signature?
What would you like that communication to
contain? How would you like it to look?
Do you have an e-signature solution that is
integrated into your contract process?

Action item
Redlining is often tedious and cumbersome for legal users. The clause
library is a key component of a more productive contracting process.
Consider how the terms should be structured and within the clause
library, which items are opened up to end users upon contract creation;
which would require further approval; and which are only accessible to
the legal team during negotiation.
An example clause library structure within SpringCM, a DocuSign
company, is displayed initially to serve as a helpful guide.

Depending on your industry and where in the world you are conducting
business, you should be thinking about how you want to execute your
contracts and if sending duplicate paper copies via a courier is the right
option for you.
Evaluate whether or not you can achieve process efficiency by using
DocuSign eSignature as a natural extension and culmination of your
contract approval process.
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Contract repository

Questions to consider

The way documents should be stored, organized and accessed is a core
piece of contract lifecycle management. Attributes and metadata can
serve as filters within search results and reports. An automated folder
structure helps keep documents structured and easy to find.

How would you like contracts to be categorized
and tagged? Documents to be organized? Folder
structure and relation to CRM?

Action item

What types of reports and dashboards would need
to be created and how do they vary based on user
group and area of interest?

Documents will be stored within a centralized repository and the
structure of this system must be considered. Some sample images
of the layout of DocuSign CLM are available below for reference.

What metadata do you want tied to contracts
for ease of access at a later date?

How many (if any) legacy contracts would need
to be brought into the system?

Contract documents contain key information that should be made
available for searching or for reporting on a full or filtered listing of
contracts and contract terms. The preparation needed to do this is to
determine what those key terms are so they can be captured separately
as tags or attributes. A few common attributes for Non-Disclosure
Agreements are listed below to serve as a guide.
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Implementation timeline and rollout

Questions to consider

Executing a contract lifecycle management project may involve players
from different departments throughout the organization, each with their
own perspective. Having a candid conversation about expectations and
implementation considerations in advance can help projects begin smoothly.

Who needs to be involved in this project?
Do they need to come in at the beginning,
middle or end? Entire length of the rollout?

Action item

What is the ideal timeline for rollout?

Who will need access to the system?
Number of licenses?

Rolling out a new technology introduces many employees to a more
efficient and effective way to work. With any project, however, it is
important to have the right people within the company engaged and
educated. Now is the time to begin gathering the team who will be setting
up the solution to being planning for rollout, socializing the benefits of the
tool to end users and nailing down key dates for project execution.

About DocuSign
DocuSign helps organizations connect and automate how they prepare, sign, act on, and manage agreements.
As part of the DocuSign Agreement Cloud, DocuSign offers eSignature: the world’s #1 way to sign electronically
on practically any device, from almost anywhere, at any time. Today, more than 500,000 customers and
hundreds of millions of users in over 180 countries use DocuSign to accelerate the process of doing business
and to simplify people’s lives.
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